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 	 Visit	  Tickets 

 Find out about our Annual Pass options to visit the Museum. Passes are valid for a year, and kids go free!
Discover more
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	 What's on	  Easter holidays: Plants and Poems 

 This Easter holiday, dig deep into history and explore the powerful relationship between London and its green environment. Learn about the resilience of plants and let your creativity blossom through poetry, science and storytelling workshops.
Discover more
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	 Hidden London	  Down Street: Churchill's secret station 

 Experience the Railway Executive Committee’s bomb-proof headquarters during World War II, the warren of tunnels where Churchill sheltered.
Discover more
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	 Schools	  Plan your school visit 

 Find the information you need to plan and book your visit to London Transport Museum in Covent Garden or the London Transport Museum Depot in Acton, west London.
Discover more
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	 Collections	  Shelter in wartime 

 In both world wars, the London Underground network provided much needed shelter from the horrors of air raids. Read about sheltering during wartime and how thousands of Londoners found shelter in Tube stations.

Discover more
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	 The collection
Browse over 270,000 records on our Collection Online
 
	 My Collections
Save your favourite items in your very own collections
 
	 Stories
Discover the intriguing and often unheard of history of people, places and transport across London and beyond
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As a charity, we care for over 500,000 objects and deliver special projects and programmes
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 Documentary Curators - introduction

With the support of Arts Council England, here at London Transport Museum we are collecting the exceptional and everyday stories, objects and experiences of transport in London.
The Documentary Curator programme brings more contemporary material to the Museum and enriches the Museum’s historic collections. Documenting transport at the Museum means working with all kinds of material, including photographs, objects, stories, artworks, sound works and oral histories.
As well as our programme of collecting projects we respond quickly to events and collect as situations unfold.
We rely on the help and participation of people to donate their stories and experiences, to create inclusive new collections.



 















 Documenting COVID-19

The Documentary Curator programme aims to respond to situations as they unfold. COVID-19 is having a huge impact on those working on, and using, transport in London. To prioritise safety we would emphasize donors keep in line with the government’s social distancing advice, and only offer material gathered during the course of their essential journeys.
If you have material relating to London’s transport and COVID-19 which you think might be of interest, please keep it aside for the museum to consider as a potential acquisition. Do bear in mind that we will not be able to keep everything, and we will review and process any material offered at a later date.
Thank you.







 Contemporary Collecting: an ethical toolkit for museum practitioners

[bookmark: toolkit]
Contemporary collecting involves people making decisions about preserving lived experience, knowledge, stories and objects and as such can venture into complicated ethical territory.
The toolkit aims to be a useful resource for people embarking on contemporary collecting or with some previous experience of the practice. It is also for anyone wishing to learn more about some of the processes. It offers insight from practitioners who have been leading this work and have reflected critically on their practice.



    Contemporary Collecting Toolkit
 2.24 MB, PDF




We are keen to encourage the use of the toolkit to prompt discussion, collaboration and support across the sector, and hope that, as practice and dialogue on the topics included evolve, that the toolkit can evolve, too.
If you would like to arrange a meet-up or connect to a reading group meet-up, then please send an invitation or email to the Contemporary Collecting Group mailing list, or contact [email protected] for advice.







 Contemporary Collecting Group

London Transport Museum supports the Contemporary Collecting Group network. You can find out more through the mailing list.



  Join the mailing list 






 Our blog posts

Blog category
	   Contemporary Curators




  Women’s Safety and Welfare - A new collecting project 
 17 May 2022, 2 minute read

 As part of a new collecting project documenting women’s safety and welfare on the transport network, we are hosting an event at the Museum on 23 May 2022 to discuss these issues across the heritage sector. Find out more in this blog by Documentary Curator, Rosamund West.
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  Contemporary Collecting: An Ethical Toolkit for Museum Practitioners 
 By Ellie Miles, 31 March 2020, 2 minute read

 Contemporary collecting involves people making decisions about preserving lived experience, knowledge, stories and objects and as such can venture into complicated ethical territory. Ellie Miles, together with other Museum practitioners, has created a toolkit which aims to be a useful resource for people embarking on contemporary collecting.
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  #MyJourneyToPride – Collecting LGBT+ experiences 
 By Ellie Miles, 17 June 2019

 Documentary Curator Ellie Miles introduces our new My Journey to Pride project - asking you to document your journey to 2019 pride parades
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  Social Stations – A contemporary collecting project 
 13 June 2019, 2 minute read

 Susanna Cordner explores our Social Stations projects, celebrating how community and grassroots projects are reclaiming spaces at stations for public and/or environmental benefit
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  Out and about on London’s transport network 
 14 May 2019

 Gonzalo de Ana Rodríguez – Transport for London employee and member of OUTbound , TfL’s LGBT+ Staff Network – shares how London transport has shaped his relationships and experiences. 
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  Does transport shape our experiences? 
 28 February 2019

 In this blog Andy De Santis – Vice Chair of OUTbound , TfL’s LGBT+ Staff Network – shares with us how London transport has shaped his relationships and experiences.
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 Contact us

If you’ve got an object or story that documents or represents transport in London, and you’re interested in offering it to the Museum, please get in touch.



  Email us 






 Other projects

  LGBT+ collecting 

 We are aiming to build up our collection of materials that reflect LGBT+ experiences of transport in London through building new relationships, researching and carrying out new collecting projects.
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  Battle Bus 

 Read about our Battle Bus project and how we restored a heritage B-type bus to operational condition, and converted to a military troop carrier
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  District 150 

 On Christmas Eve 1868, the Metropolitan District Railway first opened. In 2019, we celebrated 150 years of the District line.
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  Moquette project 

 All about London's most famous fabric - moquette! Discover the history, how it's made, how to look after it and more.
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  Q stock 

 We're restoring a unique piece of the District line's history - the last three 1930s Q stock Underground carriages
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  Opening times
Museum galleries and Shop
Every day 10:00 - 18:00
Last entry 17:00
Canteen open 11:00 - 17:00
On Thursday 28 March the Museum will open to the public at 12:00 due to a Schools Early Explorer Morning.
More
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